
STUDY OF THE EVACUATION AND RESETTLEMENT OF 
JAPANESE ON THE WEST COAST f l O ^ ^ 

HISTORY ... 
jT . — > * 

The enforced mass migration of Japanese Anemy aliens and their descendants 
from the West Coast, which is just now (July, 1942? being completed, marks a unique 
and dramatic episode in American social history. Following Pearl Harbor, there was 
a period of six weeks in which the position of these minority classes was undefined, 
and not until January 28 was the situation clarified when the army requested the 
United States Department of Justice to make and carry through plans for evacuating 
enemy aliens — Japanese, Germans, and Italians — from a limited number of strategic 
areas. From this date until February 19, 1942, the voluntary evacuation of these 
three classes was encouraged, and no restrictions ̂ 'ere set upon the freedom of move-
ment of citizens of alien ancestry. On February 19, however, President Roosevelt 
signed an executive order authorizing the establishment of zones from which any or 
ali classes of persons, irrespective of citizenship9 could be excluded. Authority 
to define both areas and olasses of the population to be affected was delegated to 
General DeWitt of the Western Defense Command, In successive proclamations General 
DeWitt designated extensive areas in the Far West for evacuation and defined the 
classes to be affected in such a way as to cut across citizenship lines; that is, 
priority was ^ven to Japanese aliens followed by American citizens of Japanese 
descent with other classes of enemy aliens listed for later consideration. Until 
March 27, 1942 the policy established earlier by the Department of Justice of en-
couraging voluntary evaouation was continued by the military authorities) but on 
this date a proclamation was issued freezing voluntary movement. Thereafter, migra-
tion was channeled to government controlled and government designated assembly and 
relocation centers. 
PURPOSE 

From the inception of evacuation, several members of the faculty of the 
University of California have been working closely on the problem in the belief 
that this evacuation and the subsequent resettlement not only represent an extremely 
important social experiment the progress of which will throw into clear perspective 
many of the sociological, economic, administrative, and political hypotheses on 
whioh social scientists have been working for decades, but also may have practical 
implications. For although this is the first recent instance of forced mass 
migration in the United States, the phenomenon has occurred frequently in Europe and 
has shewn a marked increase in recent years. Post-war Europe will unquestionably 
witness further controlled mass movements of peoples, if for no other reason than 
the necessity of relocating those who have recently been forced to migrate. And 
with the rapid dislocations and new concentrations of population that are occurring 
in connection with our own war effort, it is by no means improbable that we shall 
faoe the necessity of wide-scale planned or forced mass migration after the War in 
order to avoid the dangers of serious maldistribution of population in relation to 
economic opportunities. Thus it is hoped that the proposed investigation of this 
particular instance of forced mass migration may uncover principles which will be 
helpful from this long-range point of view. 

The investigation is being pursued both in the relocation centers and in 
the communities affected by the evaouation. Included in the project will be analyses 
of economic factors, governmental-administrative aspects, and sooio-anthropological 
problems. 



On the economic side, we hope to throw light on the effect of the removal 
of Japanese labor on West Coast agricultural production! on the types of occupational 
changes and adjustments made by the evacuees during their period of internment; on 
the problems arising in connection with the efforts of the government to protect 
the economic interests of the evacuees, etc* 

On the political and administrative sides, we are approaching such questions 
as the legal implications of the move in regard to the constitutional rights of 
citizens and persons; the political effects of moving voters from one place to another; 
the intergovernmental relationships involved in the process of Federal, State, and 
local cooperation, etc. 

On the sociological side, emphasis will be plaoed on changes in institutions 
and behavior of the Japanese, following their relocation. Included will be analyses 
of the formal structure of the relocation communities; the interest and associa-
tion groups that are formed spontaneously? the political and economio conflicts; 
the struggle between the generations; the various types of disorganized behavior; 
the impact upon the family, class structure, religion, etc. 

RELATION TO OTHER PROJECTS IN THE SAME AND SIMILAR FIELDS 
Although this study is related, in a general way, to numerous studies of 

minority groups, mass movements of population, and race relations, it has no exact 
parallel. In America there has never before been an opportunity to study such a 
situation. In Europe a similar study would be at present impossible. While there is 
a widespread interest among social scientists in the problems raised in this con-
nection, no project of the scope of our study has been proposed* 0ir-ti •• mm""fns&ibsî bfdy 
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PERSONNEL 
Five members of the faculty of the University of California comprise the 

senior staff. Their services on this project are accepted as part of their duties at 
the University and they therefore receive no other compensation. The Director of 
the projeot is Dr. Dorothy Swaine Thomas, Professor of Sural Sociology. Other senior 
staff members are Professors Charles Aikin, political science; Milton Chernin, 
social welfare; Frank Kidner, economics; and Robert Lowie, anthropology. 

Researoh assistants to the senior staff include two full-time and one part-
time worker in Berkeley, and one Fellow of the Social Science Research Couneil (of 
Japanese ancestry) at Tule Lake. In addition, there will be ten field workers 
(both Caucasians and Americans of Japanese descent) working as participant observers 
in various relocation areas. Finally, personnel will include a seoretary, and part-
time stenograph!cal, clerical, and statistical assistants as specified in the 
budgetary statement. 
BQUIFMENT 

Office space and equipment is supplied by the University of California. 

OTHER RESOURCES NEEDED TO EXECUTE THE PROGRAM 
Sinoe this is a field study covering a wide area, a liberal travel allowance 
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is essential for the senior staff and the Caucasian assistants« The major part of 
this amount should cover frequent visits to the relooation centers in order that 
instruotion can be given to the Japanese observers and that the Caucasian staff can 
check and supplement the observations made by the evaouees« In addition, at least 
o|ie trip per year to Washington, D. C« will be necessary in order to follow closely 
the relationships of the national and regional organisations« 

j The remaining items in the budget consist of a modest appropriation for 
supplies and a rather generous contingency fund« The latter is considered essential 
in order to provide for unpredictable events« The evacuation situation is in a 
fluid state and will probably remain so for some time« Important problems idiose 
specific nature is impossible to foresee will undoubtedly arise« A large contingency 
fund is therefore essential« 

DURATION OF THE STUDY 
The study should continue for the duration of the war« Approximately six 

months after the end of the war will be required for the preparation of manuscripts» 
Several volumes will emerge from the project« 
FUNDS REQUIRED 

A budget of approximately |24,000 annually for three years has been drawn 
up« This covers the political-administrative and the sociological-anthropological 
segments listed above« Additional support is being sought from other sources for the 
major part of the economic segment« About half of the |24,000 budget has been secured 
for the first year from the Rockefeller Foundation» the Social Science Researoh 
Council, and the Giannini Foundation. A sum of $1*650 for the first year is being 
requested from the limited budget of the Institute of the Social Sciences of the 
University of California« The balance of #10,000, approximately 40 per cent, per year is 
being sought from the Columbia Foundation« 
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BUDGET 

A flexible budget, not to exceed $45,000.00, will be required for the 
first year* The budget for subsequent years would be planned after the pro-
ject is under way* 

The proposed budget is as followsi 
Central Staff-Headquarters University of California at Berkeley 

1« On the governmental aspects (Dr® Milton Chemin) no salary 

2. On the sociological aspects (Dr. Dorothy S. Themas) * • 
5« On the economic aspects (Dr. Frank L* Kidner) * " 
4* On the interrelations among governmental, economio 

and sociological aspeots (Dr. Charles Aikin) * • 
5» Exeoutive assistant to central staff I 3,000.00 
3» Clerical, stenographic, statistical assistance for central staff 5,000.00 
7. Part-time research assitants for central staff 

(4 at half-tin») 4,000.00 
8. Travel and maintenance (when away from headquarters) 

for central staff and assistants 5,000.00 

9. Supplies and miscellaneous 1,000.00 

Staff in the Field 
10. Supplements to salaries of part-time workers in 

resettlement areas 20,000.00 
11® Assistance for collaborator in Washington 4,000.00 

Total |40,000.00 
12. Contingencies 5,000«00 

Grand Total $45,000«00 
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EXPLANATION OP ITEMS IN THE BUDGET 

Items 1, 2, 3, 4: No compensation will be required for the senior staff 
members. Work on this project will be accepted as part of their duties at the 
University of California where they are full-time members of the faculty. (Should 
it be neoessary to supplement this staff with other members of the faculty of the 
University of California, their services, also, would be rendered without special 
compensation*) 

Item 5: A oompetent executive assistant with experience equivalent to the 
P2 or P3 level in the Civil Service will be required. This assistant will be respon-
sible for oarrying out procedures developed by the senior staff; for keeping in close 
oontact with the field staff; for hiring and direoting the clerical, stenographic and 
statistical assistants. 

Item 6: It is planned to employ one full-time person, oompetent both as 
stenographer and oomputer, at about $2,000 per year; and to supplement her servioes 
with temporary assistance, as required. 

Item 7: It is planned to utilize qualified graduate students on a half-time 
basis. These assistants will be directly responsible to the senior staff members. 

Item 8t As many as three trips to Washington, D. C. may be required by 
members of the senior staff. Since it may be necessary to spend two or three weeks in 
Washington on these oooasions, the oost of travel end maintenance is estimated at $500 
per trip or $1,500 in all. It is i\irther estimated that the staff and assistants will 
spend 500 man-days away from headquarters in the western area. At $5 per diem, 
maintenance will amount to $2,500. TO this is added $1,000 for railway, bus, or other 
transportation oosts in the western area. 

Item 9t It is planned to use University equipment including office space, 
typewriters, calculating machines, as far as possible. Purohases will, however, be 
neoessary in oase of shortages, and paper, postage, duplicating materials, etc. will 
have to be provided from the budget. 

Item 10: A minimum of twenty, but possibly as many as thirty, field workers 
will be required. As indioated, these will be on a part-time basis under the govern-
ment payroll. It is estimated that the supplement to their part-time salaries will 
average $750 per year, with a range that may extend from as little as $50 to as much 
as $1,200 in individual oases. An estimate of this item is $20,000. 

Item lit It is assumed that the eastern oollaborator (a) will work largely 
through research assistants and that (b) he will require some olerioal, stenographic 
and statistical assistance. Item (a) may run to $2,500 and (b) to $1,500. 

Item 12: Because of the impossibility of planning the study in greater 
detail at this time, a contingency fund of at least $5,000 will be required, to be 
allooated to any one of the items 5-11, inolusive, at the disoretion of the senior 
staff. 
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THE MECHANISM AID CONSEQUENCES OF THE WARTIME CIVILIAN 
CONTROL PROGRAM FOR THE EVACUATION AND RESETTLEMENT OF 

CERTAIN CLASSES OP THE POPULATION 

AV^h (J \<nZ 

On January 2flf 1942, the Army requa«tad the United States Department of 
Justice to maJceand carry through plans for evaouating about 25,000 enemy aliens from 
areas which were being designated as "prohibited" for these classes in the coastal 
areas of California, and, at the same time, to plan the enforcement of certain re* 
strlotions on the activities of enemy aliens in other areas of strategic importance* 
On January 31, Attorney-General Biddle delegated to Governor McNutt, Coordinator of 
Defense, Health* and Welfare Service "the task of facilitating the transfer of alien 
enemies from areas designated by me and to relocate and reestablish such aliens in 
appropriate places and in appropriate activities*" Governor McNutt in turn asked 
Mr« Richard Neustedt, Western Regional Director of the Federal Security Agency, to 
handle the details of the evacuation procedure* Evacuation deadlines were set for 
Ffrbrgfyry IS and February 24« 

The two weeks* period preceding the first evacuation deadline was one of 
intense confusion, engendered by uncertainty as to procedure on the part of the 
various agencies concernedj oonfliot between local« state, and federal authorities! 
activities of pressure groups of various sorts* Rumors were rampant« and the local 
press and radio issued dramatic and conflicting statements from day to day — on 
certain days, even from hour to hour* In some of the looal communities the threat 
of vigllantism developed, and official and private groups in neighboring communities 
and states passed resolutions and took other measures to prevent the influx of 
individuals or families from the evacuated areas* No property custodian was appointed 
and, as a result, alien property was liquidated privately, and often ruinously* The 
feeling of insecurity engendered by this situation spread rapidly from the groups 
immediately affected to those in contiguous areas and, finally, to the American 
deseendents of the alien JagAjiese« 

Before the second deadline was met, President Roosevelt dn^Eebruary 19 
1942, signed an executive order authorising the Secretary of War, and military 
commanders whom he might designate, to delimit military areas from which any or all 
persons (irrespeniisE© of oitiiioaahip) eoyld he nTfllud«^ On the following day, the 
Secretary of War named General de Witt as the military commander to carry out the 
provisions of the Exeoutive Order* Events then moved swiftly* In successive public 
proclamations, General De Witt designated military sones in the states of California*/ 
Washington, Oregon, Arisona, Idaho, Montana, Nevada, and Utah, From some of these / 
sones, evacuation of specified classes would be required! from others, restrictions 
on activities would be imposed* Classes of the population to be affected were listed 
in order as, (1) Japanese aliens, (2) persons of Japanese ancestry, (3) German aliens,! 
(4) Italian aliens* 

The first two of these classes were uT*ged to evacuate voluntarily from pro-
hibited areas as soon as possible* Voluntary evacuation, however, proved to be slow 
and ineffective* A War Relocation Authority waV thereupon set up, areas for reception 
and resettlement were found, and oiCMarch 27, 19421) an orriar m a i " f r ^ « ^ » 

the classes gf "^r" It tr*r1fHrt military tnnnti a« of »irin-ifht-. 
March 29. 1942,Orders followed establishing dates by which classes (1) and (2) 
must move to government-controlled and goverxatent-designated locations* 

The above indicates, in broad outline, the beginnings of a unique and 
dramatic episode in American social history! migration of masses of people enforced 
by government action, seleotive of specified classes of the population — a marked / y* 
departure from the historical pattern of migration largely individual in nature on 
a voluntary basis and more or less random in its selectivity. 



From its inception several members of the faculty of the University of 
California have been working closely on the problem in the belief that this evacua-
tion and resettlement not only represent an extremely Important social experiment, 
the progress of which will throw into olear perspective many of the sociological, 
economic, administrative, and politieal hypotheses on which social scientists have 
been working for deoades, but also may have practioal implications. For although 
this is the first recent instance of forced mass migration in the United States, 
the phenomenon has ooourred frequently in Europe and has shown a marked increase in 
reeent years* Post-war Europe will unquestionably witness further controlled mM* 
movements of peoples, if for no other reason than the necessity of relocating those 
who have recently been foroed to migrate* And with the rapid dislocations and new 
concentrations of population that are o ccurring in connection with our own war effort 
it is by no means improbable that we shall^faoe the necessity of wide-soele planned 
or foroed mass migration after the War in order to avoid the dangers of seii ous mal-
distribution of population in relation to eoonomio opportunities. Thus it is hoped 
that the proposed investigation of this particular instance of forced mass migra-
tion may uncover principles which will be helpful from this long-range point of view. 

Thus far the investigators have devoted their efforts largely toward 
building up a reeord of the setting in which polieies of evacuation and resettle«» 
ment were developed. To this end they have had extraordinary cooperation from 
several of the agencies involved, representatives of ehich have made their confidential 
files available, permitted the investigators to be present at policy-forming confer-
ences, and submitted with good will to Interviews and informal questioning. 

The soope of the problem is obviously too great for the investigators to 
carry without financial assistance, and the situation is changing so rapidly from 
day to day that valuable data will be lost unless some assistance can be made 
available immediately. 

Although the investigators had originally oonoeived of a project with 
three main segments, namely the governmental, the eoonomio, and the sociological, 
and had later added a fourth, the anthropologies!, and although they are convinced 
that a project including all these segments is the goal towards which they must 
continue to strive, they have given the undersigned full authority to modify the 
larger project in order to obtain financial aid for some particular sepient or seg-
ments at the present time. Under this authorisation, therefore, she is applying to 
the Rockefeller Foundation for the amount of 114,000.00 for assistance in carrying 
forward certain of the soeiOlogioal and anthropological segments of the study during 
the next year, and is respectfully requesting assurance of a continuation of the 
support at the same rate for the two following years« 

The soope of the segments for which support is requested may be described 
briefly as followst analysis of the persistence, modification and change in the 
social institutions, social behavior and social attitudes of Japanese and of Americans 
of Japanese ancestry, during their transition from California communities to temporary 
reception centers to areas of more permanent resettlement. Included under these 
headings will be an analysis of the impact of this transition upon the family with 
particular emphasis upon the relationships between the first and second generations! 
upon education in its broader sense) upon olass structure! upon religious behavior 
and beliefs! upon the formation of associations of various sorts! upon political and 
eoonomio attitudes and activities. 

These segments cover only part of the total process of relocation* Omitted 



are (1) the governmental and administrative aspeots, including analysis of the 
pressures of various sorts that led to the formulation of evacuation policies, the 
constitutional and legal issues raised by evacuation, and the role played by the 
various branches of the government on each level in policy making and execution! and 
(2) the economic aspects, including the economic conditions predisposing the forma-
tion of policies, the economic consequences of the program In respect to localities 
affected, and in respect also to broader relations to the national economy and 
financial considerations arising out of the custodianship situation. The ground has 
already been broken in an approach to each of these segments which are being omitted 
from the present proposal* ifot only will the Investigators continue in their efforts 
to seek support from other agencies for the further development of these segments 
in order to round out the picture of the whole relocation process, but they hope 
also to stimulate and assist the government ageneies to obtain data bearing more 
directly and completely on many of these points* 

In developing the sociological-anthropological segments, Professor Lowie 
and the undersigned, who would be in direct charge of this aspect, would expeot to 
cooperate closely with Professors Aikin, Chernin, and Kidner, who would be directly 
responsible for the governmental-arimlniatrative-economic segments* The procedure 
planned by Lowie and Thomas would involve the use of participant observers, selected 
mainly from among former students or associates* Candidates for these jobs — both 
Americans of Japanese ancestry, who have been or will soon be evacuated, and 
Caucasians, have already been tentatively selected* Both types of observers will 
work part time in the reception centers or resettlement areas (in the main as teachers, 
social workers, or recreation leaders), part time on a research basis* They would 
be paid at the usual University rate for half-time research assistants, namely 
#750*00 per year* The approval of Mr. Eisenhower, of the Helocation Authority of 
this plan has been obtained in prinoiple* It was understood that details would 
have to be worked out with the Authority for approval when and if financing were 
assured« 

Lowie end Thomas are developing detailed sehedu]e s and outlines for the 
observers, following in general, established principles of sociology and cultural 
anthropology* Reoords will be of the ease-history, controlled-interview, 
documentary type* It is distinctly not planned to use attitude scales or other 
similar measuring devices* On the socio-statistioal side, however, data regarding 
the demographic history and status of the selected sample of evacuees will be 
obtained and these will be related to similar data obtained by government agencies 
for the evaeuees in general* 

The amount of $14,000*00 requested would be allocated as followst 
Ten participant observers #7,600*00 
He search and secretarial assistance in Berkeley 3,500*00 
Travel for Lowie, Thomas, and assistant 3,000*00 

Total #14,000.00 
It is the opinion of the undersigned that this amount is needed for the 

soeiologioal*anthropoldgioal segments* The travel allowance cannot be out without 
seriously hampering the contacts between the oentral staff and their field workers* 
Cutting down the number of field workers would obviously reduce the amount of data 



oolleoted* It might be possible, however, to get «.long with six field workers, 
thus lowering this item to #4,500*00. It might also be possible to reduoe the 
researeh-secretarial item to $2,000.00 on the assumption that the University would 
supplement this item« Thus the minimum seems to be |9,500*00« 

It has been tentatively decided, subject to the approval of the Relocation 
Authority, to devote effort in the main to the reoeption center recently opened at 
Tanforan Race Track and the resettlement center planned at Tule Lake, California* 
This decision was reaohed because of the fact that Tanforan has just been opened as 
a reoeption center and the area at Tule Lake has been selected as the site at which 
these people will, in all probability, be relocated« Thus it will be possible to 
observe the whole process of transition at these two centers* 

Three points should be emphasised about the proposed projects 
(1) The administrative and research personnel of the University of California are 
interested in this project because of its significance as providing a documentary 
account and an analysis of an important sociological event, which they believe will 
be the precursor of other enforced mass migrations« This research project is in 
no way oonneoted with the interests of the administration or of individual faculty 
members in the welfare of the Japanese group as a whole or of the students of 
Japanese ancestry« 

(2) The proposers of this project have been in close touch with the plans of the 
government for documenting the situation« The type of study they have in mind will 
not and oannot be carried on by the government agencies (a) because these agencies — 
even the branches devoted to researeh ~ are overburdened with details of adminis-
tration end have neither time to formulate research procedures nor personnel to 
carry them out, and (b) because the persons being observed will not cooperate with 
governmental appointees to the extent that they will with university personnel« 

The proposers are convinced that the only way in which the government 
could sponsor such a project would be through a contract with the University to 
enable uniirersity personnel to oarry through the study. This solution is impracti-
cal at present because of the slowness end reluctance of government agencies to make 
such contracts* If the projeet is accepted, however, the staff of the study will 
gladly cooperate with governmental agencies in advising and assisting in the 
preparation of schedule s designed to obtain the best possible data covering other 
aspects of the process from both the long-range and the short-range points of view* 

(S) As has already been indicated, the University of California wil^oontinue to 
make efforts to get additional financing from other organisations« The project 
proposed here represents a minimum. The University Council of the Institute of 
Social Sciences has already allocated $7&0«00 of its meagre resources to enable the 
investigators to begin the project« Additional support on a small scale will pro* 
bably be obtained from this source in July« The University is also, of course, 
paying the salaries of the senior investigators, is contributing office space and 
equipment, and can be counted on for a limited amount of clerical, stenographic, and 
statistical assistance« The Gianninl Foundation of the University has contributed 
$600*00 for investigation of a small part of the economic aspect« The Bureau of 
Business and Economic Researeh of the University has loaned a research assistant for 
a short period and has volunteered to administer the funds« It is highly probable 



that the Social Soieno© Research Council of Sow York will appoint as a fellow, a 
Japanese-American sociologist who will work undor the direction of the senior staff 
to obtain comparative data outside the evacuation area (probably in Colorado)« The 
government agencies have cooperated in every way except the financial and can be 
oounted on to give further invaluable support« The present request to the 
Rockefeller Foundation, then, envisages their support as a link in the chain of 
support and oooperation from various agencies, but a link that is absolutely 
essentia 1 if the study is to succeed• For the segment which they are asked to 
support is the one which must be begun immediately and carried on continuously, 
while the other aspects can be cared for in the course of time* 

Submitted by 

Dorothy Swaine Thomas 
Professor of Rural Sociology 
University of California 
Berkeley, California 
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PROPOSED OUTLINE FOR THE STUDY OF 

JAPANESE EVACUEES IN THE ASSEMBLY CENTERS 

Social reality seems to be complex and ite many constituent elements seem 
to be interrelated; therefore, it is virtually impossible to describe the pro-
cess as a whole* We must limit the sphere of our investigation and seek data 
that are significant to the problem that we have defined for research* Even 
in our investigation of the adjustment of the Japanese evacuees to their new 
camp life we find that there is so much material that it is very easy to lose 
or to overlook valuable data* Tfcis series of frames of references has been 
drawn up in the hopes that they may serve as guides on what to seek and in the 
hopes that the outline may suggest some tentative organization of the data* 
Obviously human behavior cannot be pigeon-holed, and several items of interest 
will no doubt occur that have no counterpart in the outline* Every item of 
interest should be preserved* Observers should not stick to any hard and fast 
outline and work deductively but rather should work out^specific problems for 
study whenever the material suggest them and add to the nucleus with which we 
are beginning* 

Our experience in attempting to study the life in the Tanforan Assembly 
Center has left us convinced of one things we must have some notion of what 
we are looking for and some preparation before we begin our investigation* We 
come to Tanforan with an open mind and with nothing set and consequently spent 
many valuable days deciding what to do* The dangers of setting down a definite 
pattern before studying are many; nonetheless, the danger of losing so much 
valuable data on the initial adjustment phase is much greater* Furthermore, 
some division of labor and q^fiwito asalyrunantB must be mad© to the various 
research workers and their assistants* Otherwise, the coverage will be so 
haphasard that the material on the initial phases will be virtually worthless* 
Recommendations on the assignments may run somewhat along the following lines: 

1) Individuals on the staff could be assigned to cover the acti- , 
vities of definite social groups (formal and informal) The ~"2/ 2 
various cliques should be picked out immediately and someone 0 ' 
who cant get along with the members of that clique should be 
assigned to work on that group* Some cliques can be anticipated 
some one shou&d be assined %o cover them ahead of time* 

2) Members of the staff should take some theoretical problem of in- , 
terest for intensive study* ' Material gathered by the staff should 
be available for all other members of the staff so that those t&v*^ 
coneentrating on definite problems can have a fairly comprehensive ''̂ Ĵ Jl 
coverage of the camp J For example, someone could study the V^nP • 
nature of the social structure in the camp; someone else could (JL-jL^ I 
wonk on the problem of social disorganization; others could work I 
on the problem of the formation of new social classes^ the shifting 
of class lines, the social effeots of a non-money economy, etc* 

3) All observers should be on the tattoo* for the following things* I 

can be had» Initial of the individual spreading the rupor/^r* 
a) rumors of all kinds, with the following information if it 

his age, sex, former occupation and occupation in the camp, 
his citizenship, his place in the social structure (cliques 
to which he belongs), probable motive for spreading rumor, 
and if possible, the original eource* 
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Verbal expressions of attitudes (with the same information 
if possible) 
Spot observations of any item of inierest (investigators 
should cooperate and get information for other members of 
the staff if they happen to be at the place where it is avai-
lable) 
Systematic summaries of the findings should be made at least 
once a month by all staff members 
All staff members should keep diaries and also encourage 
everyone else to do so. A list should be kept for all indi-
viduals with diaries so that they will be available later 
when the diaries are needed* ^¿a 
A list of individuals who are willing to donate their letters 
to the study should be compiled by everyone 

Individual personalities for study and observation should be 
selected if possible before they arrive in the camp so that the 
case-workers are ready for them as soon as they arrive in the 
camp. If thiB is not possible, they should be selected immedia-
tely when they arrive» Of course, many personalities of interest 
will not be diecovered until the study gets under way, but wheaever 
possible they should be selected ahead of time so that their 
initial adjustment can be studied. 

t) 

The following outline is presented in the hopes that it might provide some 
convenient frames of references for organisation of material as well as point 
out certain items of interest that might have been overlooked. It is farmfrom 
adequate and items must be added to it as we go along; perhaps the entire out-
line will have to be replaced by one that fits the situation better. It will 
be quite obvious on reading the outline that various sections have been taken 
from some standard works in sociological and social psychological literature. 

I. A general study of the camp life 
A. Orientating background 

1. Brief history of the evacuation program 
2. Geographical setting 
3. Physical features of the camp 

B. Broad features of the administration of the camp 
1. Caucasian administrative heads and their functions 
2. Nisei assistants and their functions 
3. Organization, efficiency, coordination, and problems 

C. Economic system within the camp 
1. The employment office 
2. Wages paid and wage scales 
3. Baiis for selection of workers 
4. Types of occupations available 
5. Where money can be spent and on what 
6. Sources of consumers' goods 
7. Initial signs of private enterprise 
8. Substitutes to a money economy 
Self government and political organisation » 
Welfare work and individual care (house-managers) V Sĉ '̂ -J-̂ -* 
Recreational and educational facilities available~7 — _ 
Medical care and sanitation in the camp >i 
Diets and mess halls 
The maintenance of order in the camp (political control) 

D. 
E. 
F. g. 
H. 
I. 

Y 



J* General social structure of the camp Japanese 
1« Social morphology 

a* formal groups 
1) Administrative and maintenance groups 
2) Educational, groups 
3) Service groups 
4) Religious groups 
5) Family groups f̂ 
6) Occupational groups u 

b# Informal groups 
1) Cliques 
2) Language groups 
3) Territorial groups 
4) Common responsibility groups 
5) Mutual aid groups 

2« Group interaction 
a* The relationships between the factions 
b* Relationships between group members and Caucasians 

3* Mechanisms of social control 
K* General adjustment of the Japanese to camp life 

1* Initial adjustment 
a* Attitudes and rumors 
b. Ingenious inventions to meet unexpected problems 

2* Attitudes and behavior pattere after the first week 
L* Social problems in the camp 

1« The problem of unmarried men 
2. Apathy and demoralization 
3. Sex difficulties 
4* Delinquency 
5. Conflicts of the generations 
6« Personality maladjustments 

II* The study of social groups 
A* General description of the identifying features of the group 

1« Ecological setting (geographical position, wind, light, type 
of room, convenience of facilities for sanitation, etc.) 

2* Occupational setting (occupation in the camp and the type 
of work engaged in before being evacuated) 

3« Descriptive features 
a. Religious affiliation or belief 
b* Language used 
c. Nature of the family (underlying concept,"constituent 

elements, functions performed) 
4* Historical background of the group 

a« Parental history 
b. Former activities (economic and social) 
c* Recreational and intellectual interest • \ 
cl. Socia-economic faction before evacuation — ^ ' ? > 

5« Position of the group in the social structure 
B* Material culture 

1« Initial adjustment to barren conditions 
2« Ingneious inventions to solve unexpected problems 

C* Uniform behavior patterns 
1* Getting a living 

a* Reaction to voluntary work system 
b« Reaction to the wage scales 
c. Who earns the living? 

d* Types of jobs sought and general attitude 

•a mm H | mm ¡¡1 H H f 



2. Reproductive ways 
a* Seeking and selecting a mate 
b. Carriage (organization and rituals) 
c. Family organization 
d. Home relations (parent-child relationships) 

3« Training the young 
a* Socialization in the family 
b. Influences outside the family 
c. Mechanisms for perpetuating ways of the group 

4« Spending leisure time 
a« Type of material used in reading 
b. Sports 
c* Other reoreatibnal activities 

5. Engaging in religious activities 
a. Reaction of the group to the unknown 
b. Dominant religious beliefs 
c. Religious observances 

6« Engaging in community activities 
a* Interest of group in political activity 
b. Community spirit and cooperation 

D* The social solidarity of the group 
1, Relationships between members of the gfoup 
2. the in-group character of the group 

E* Other aspects of the culture of the group 
It Rituals of the group 
2» Taboo ways in the group 

a« Food taboo 
b* Sex taboo 
c• Pro perty taboo 
d» Taboo on personages 

3* Verbal symbolisms common in the grou$ (stereotypes) 
F. Mechaniáms of social control in the group 

1, Limits of social acceptability 
2. Treatment of non-conformity to group ways 

III» The study of an individual personality 
A* Cross-section analysis of the personality 

1* Capacities (intelligence, abilities) 
2. Temperament (emotionality) 
3. Traits (extraversión-introversion, ascendant-eubmissive) 
4. attitudes and interests (values) 
5* Ego (level of aspiration, insight into self) 

B. Family background (general analysis of family) 
C* Developmental analysis of personality 

1, Childhood 
2m Adolescence 
3* Adulthood 

D» General adjustment to camp life 
It must be emphasized that these frames of References ere by no means 

complete and other items must be completed* Camp life can be studied under ¡ / 
the three divisions oft General camp life, analysis of social groups, and U 
the study of individual personalities* 

Respectfully eu^iitted^^^ 
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Revised Outline for Preliminary Reporte» with eome Annotations by DST 
I* Introduction 

A', Reloo tion Center and the Outside World 
B. Physical facilities and the settling 
C* Population and ecology 
D* Initial Adjustment to the camp 

Shibutani it listed as responsible for the main part of 
the introduction* Spencer has already prepared section 
on B« In hie report» D* is not a separate section* 
0 will at prosent be handled in a cursory way» en basis 
of housing statistics known to be df doubtful reliability* 
-Bator» Bllllgmeier will be responsible for developing 
0 in full both for Tule Lake and for Gila 

IX« History of the ^location Center* 
A# Chronology of events 
B» Social changes 
0* Seminary and analysis 

Shibutani responsible in Tule Lake« Kikuchi will 
prepare comparable section for Gtila* Desirable tor 
Shibutani to submit this section as soon as possible» 
so that Kikuchi's can be made comparable in certain 
respects« Request Shibutani to submit outline on 
what he has in mind under B at his early convenience* 

III* Administrative Organisation 
A* Formal organisation and functions of various divisions 

( including analysis of changing functions» new divisions» 
etc*) 

B• WRA policy 
0« Army policy 
D« Relation of project to WRA( regional and natuional) and 

to Army 
£• Relation of project administration to the colonlsts(part 

played by colonists in administrative functions ) 
Included here would be an analysis of the extent 
to which functions are delegated by the Caucasian 
staff to the colonists in each and every one of 
the divisions of the project* 
Under formal organisations would be Included 
sections 7» 8» and 9 from the original outline* with 
the exception of 9 b and o» which should properly 
be tr ated under "customs" or» in part» under 
use of leisure time« 
Spencer has prepared a section on A» D» and £ for 
Oila. Billigmeier is now oompletelng similar 
sections on Tule Lako. Thomas or Orodslns or 
T&uchar will handle B» through contact with the 
SF office* 
Sections included as 7,8» and 9 under th^j&ld 
outline will b4 done by Shibutani and siioda) for 
Tule Lake» while Kikuchi and Tusa will /prepare 
similar sections for Olla. 
In regard to the hospital section» it is urged 
that special reports bs obtained immediately from 
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Insiders, because of the probability of changes 
in personnel and loss of informants* Spencer 
is planning an immediate analysis at aila9 and will pick up reports from the doctors who leave 
Tule Lake for Gila. However* Miyamoto is 
reque ted to get these reports in hand from the 
Tule Lake staff as soon as possible» 

XV* Collective Adjustments. 
A. Social structure o the community 

1* Totality in planning 
3. Social stratification 

Sponeor has prepared part of a section on 
social stratification* Miyamoto listed as 
responsible for this section in T^le Lake 

n B* Institutional adjustments. 
1» Political organisation 

a* Groups formed by administration 
b* VolunftAry associations 
o* Tytpes of leadership. 

This is a section on vhloh Spencer has at 
present very little* It would be most 
helpful if Miyamoto could pres nt a rough 
draft of this section for Tule Lake as soon 
as possible« in order to coordinate the 
work of the Clila crowd in this resp*4t# 
and to give them further "leads.* 

3« economic organisation 
a. Community enterprises 
b* Cooperatives 
o* Work Corps 
d. Money and wages 
e* Sourwea of consumers1 goods 
f¿Beginnings of private enterprise 
g» Outside economic groups ( in oamp) 
h. The farm 

This again is a section on which the 01 la 
people have done very little* A draft 
on this from Miyamoto would be appreciated* 
Hajlma's analysis of the farm will be extremely 
helpful. 

3* Religious organisation 
a* Christians ( various foots) 
b* Buddhists (various sOots) 

Sakoda is responsible for this section at 
Tule Lake* An early report will be appreciated 
•ven if in rough draft. Included should be 
not only an analysis of formal organisation? 
*ut of the dogmas, Methods of preaching, 
antagonism betwO*n Buddhists and Christians, 
antagonisms towards Minority cults, extent of 
proselyting, festivals, etc* Part of the 
material planned, for C 6 should be here. 
BilUgmeler will work out a Special section 



teacher participation In religious activities* Spencer has 
prepared a section on rellgloun in Olla« 
4« The family 

a* Courtship 
b. Marriage 
c* Husband-wife relationships 
d. The mother-in-law 
e. Parent-child rel tionships 
ft family developments and histories 

Family disorganisation 
h. Mixed marriages 
1« Household arrangements 

This section Is assigned to Sakoda In the original 
outline, but Z have Included seKfcfcxxxx other sections• 

All should give material for ft even though this may be quite Incomplete at resent* Shlbutanl will 
probably handle nube g and h* Bllllgmeler hopes to 
get data on some of the sections« Spencer has 
written a preliminary section on this for Olla* 

6« Educational organisation 
a* Formal education 
b* Informal eduo tion, including adult educutlon 
c* Higher education 
d* Student relocation 

At Tule Laket Shlbutanl and Bllll^meler should get together as soon as possible and arrange a division 
of labor( osslbly Shlbutanl on b and d and 
Billlgmeler on a and c) 
Z suggest that * libraries11 be included In Miyamoto's 
recreation section« 
So far there Is little on this for 011a, ex ept from 
the administrative standpoint* 

6. Recreational organization 
This has been almost com eted by Miyamoto» 
A comparable report Is in process for Glla( by 
Spenoer) 

S. 
Tule Lake Cuetome 

We suggest that the kxxáJfcxg topics considered hore 
be treated In various places throughout the report* 
Spencer* in his Gila report is handling the topics In 
the following wayt Washroom vays under housing! 
messhall vays appear In a discussion of food and eating 
arrangomentsi Japanese customs naturally come out in 
every seotlonf a discussion of crisis rites skxx±ft is 
relegated to the description of the famlly$ architecture 
and landscaping are Included under housings attitudes 
wfcfehxxxgxxd and behavior on Sundays and holidays are 
d vlded between the discussions on r llglon and recreation 
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Dt Forms of collective boh vior 
suggest tii t this heading bo broken down« Have a 

section on 
Rumors, gossip, public opinion and propaganda 

Ma as action properly belongs under * social conflict11 

Social attitudes should be treated tinder various sections« 
e*g*, attitudes towards cooperatives, etc* 
Social groups is sufficiently important to have a separate 
(and eventually a very extensive) section* Spencer has 
prepared a section on social groups for Gila* Xt is 
possible that thore are different definitions of a "social 
group"* We shall send the Spencer ms* to Tule Lake, and 
would approc?i 'e criticism and any outline you have that 
covers a different abroach to social groups» 

V* Personal ftfcjts adjustments 
A* Personal roles and the effect on the community 
B. Caucasian*Japanese rel tionships 

P^rt of this appears in the section on administration* 
Spencer has treated this for (Ulat Billigmeier will 
do so for Tule Lake* 
Obviously9 however, the record should be further documented from the reports of all the observers* 

0» Life organiztlon following crisis* 
* r* f • 

Xt is expected th t, eventually, this section 
ill include a number of case histories* A/m 

TX* Social Conflict. 
A* Process of social diserganistlon is 

J)oes not the process of social dlsorganlztion come out 
%nder various of the other topics» eg* re llglous organi-
s tlon, family» and, in fact» under most of the topics 
analyzed above* 

,f £ B* Conflict sltuutlons 
Group conflicts come out in the section on social groups) 
family conflicts in the section on the family) religious 
conflicts under religion, etc. personal disorganisation 

There*#re, If seSms^SHSough^fcls*1! on s&ould be concerned with 
two main topicsi 

Community Aisorg mlsatlon 
/Beginnings of social reorganization , 

and this should be the title of the section rather than "social 
eonfliot"«/ 

71 f 
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Outline fcf University of California Study of Evaluation and Resettlement 

Enforced Has* Migration of Porscns of Japanese Ancestry« 
I, Social history of the Japanese minority group in America, 
II» Activities of various segments of the American majority group directed 

towards the Japanese minority prior to evacuation» 
III» The meehanism of evacuation» 
IV» The impact ef evacuation, relocation, and resettlement 

(A) upon various segments of the population (other than the Japanese* 
minority) and upon social institutions in sending and 
receiving areas 

(B) upon the Japanese minority 

The procedure and types ef reoords being obtained under heading IG(3) are explained 
in the following paragraphs» 

The records at present cover three assembly centers, namely Tanforana Tulare, and 
Santa Anita (Tanforan in great detail, the others less completely) and three reloca-
tion projects (Tule Lake, Gila, and Top**)« 

Basic reports as of a given date and continuing records of changes in structure 
and functioning are being prepared under the following headings8 
I«, Surroundings and physical facilities 
2« Populations stratification and ecology 
3. Administrative organisation, policy, and personnel 
4* Community organisation 

(a) Politic*! groupings and activities 
(b) Economic groupings and activities 
(e) Religious groupings and aetivitie® 
(d) Educational grouping« and activities 
(e) Recreational groupings and activities 
if) Communicative institutions 
(g) Pretectiv* institutions 

Under ea*h of the subheadings of category 4, groups are analysed in terms of 
(1) those formed by the administration 
(2) spontaneous or voluntary groups formed by evacuees 
(3) groups formed or stimulated by persons or organisations from the 

outside world 

Yfithin each group, types of leadership and the roles assumed by specific person« 
are analysed« 

An attempt is being made to record the development of all conflicts and to analysé 
the solutions achieve«* As far as possible, these are classified under the following 
headings i 

(a8) Caucasian-Japanese conflicts 
(V) Issei vs. Nisei, with particular reference to the marginal role of th© 

Kibei (er "Japanese-American" conflicts). 
(*o) Political conflicts 
(d?) Religious conflicts 
(*«) Sectional conflict« 
(ff) Class conflicts 
(g») nlA»r*l" conflicts 



These conflict« are to be analysed in intragroup as well as intergroup term« 
and also as individual« and the prevailing social cod®. Special attention 
is being given to the nature and extent of disorganization concomitant with evacuation 
and relocation and the process of reorganisation in the new environment«, 

Cutting aoross the group and conflict categories will be an analysis of publio 
opinion and propaganda, and the nature and effect of rumors and gossip in promoting 
macs action« 
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Evacuation and Resettlement Study 
Bea»ttXftmont Phaee 

The study is oriented around the forced mass uprooting of a 
minority group (pertone of Japans«* ancestry) fro« the area 
of primary settlement (the West Coast of the United States). 
It follows the group from the time of their temporary concen-
tration in government camps, through their subsequent release, 
dispersal, redistributi on, absorption and readjustment, on an* 
individual basis, into new areae of settlement (the remainder of 
the United Stater.)- It is focused on the disruption of their 
established sooiai, political, and eoonomio institutions, caused 
by the act of evacuation* on the oolleotive adjustments to the 
way of life imposed by the government controlled osmpsf and on 
the institutional reorganisation end individual readjustments fol-
lowing their release and dispersal* 

The data on which the study is hased are obtained partly by parti-
cipant observation of the situations developing on the West Coast 
from the day of the Pearl Harbor attack to the time of evaouation* 
of the social structure and social ohanges in Assembly Center 
and Relocation Projectsj and of the patterns of settlement and 
adjustment in the Mountain State*, the Middle West and the Bast, 
In addition to utilising records obtained % participant observers, 
the resettlement phase of the study will draw heavily upon the 
interview end upon experiential documents prepared by the settlerse The interview and document will be directed toward« records of the 
changes in status, behavior and attitudes concomitant with the 
prooess of settling in and adjusting to a new environment. To this 
end, a restrospoctive aooount of status and nay of lifs prior 
to the crisis of evacuation will be obtained from resettlers. And, 
in a limited number of oases, the train of experienoe will be oarried, 
restrospeotively, to the period of immigration to Amerioa (in the 
case of Issei) or to early childhood (in the cases of Hisei and 

Families, gioups, associations and individual resettlera will be 
studied, but the stapling will be done on the basis of individuals 
by a rule-of-thmb method of stratification. For sampling pur-
poses, stratification will be achieved on the basis of three oro«a-
olassifications, namely generation, sex, and occupation prior to 
evacuation« Thirtyfbur oompartroents will be formed, and an Attempt 
made to accumulate a minimus of 10 oases per compartment. The 
compartments are the followings 
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The reasons for this stratification are« (l) to enable us to draw 
inferences about the whole of the resettling group by weighting our 
compartment* by the proportions these compartments bear to the 
"resettling universe" (i*©.8 all resettlers, as determined from 
comparable (111 records); (2) to test the extent to -which resettle-
ment is selective5 by comparing our weighted data -with (a) the 
universe of all evacu®e% and (b) that'portion of the universe of 
evacuees vhloh is not resettling but is remaining on the projects! 
and (3) to guard against selection of cases merely on the basis of 
ease of contact^ accessibility of informants * or community of in-
terest of informants with our staff members* . 

Having selected a sample of individual evacuees* experiential docu-, 
ments will b® prepared for eaoh of these resettlers* in an attempt 
to build up a body of data on the effect of the® orisid|pf evacuation 
upon the individual and upon the collective behavior of this popula-
tion,group« 
The following outline will be used for individuals* It will be ampli~ 
fied and revised as the inquiry progresses} 

The Individual on December 1# 1941 (approximately)« i«e* just 
before the outbreak of Ware 

JU Hie demographic characteristicst birth date, birthplace* (ken 
for Xssei)3 plaoe of residence,, sex and marital status^ house-
hold« 



Bc Hit» physical characteristics (six«., ̂ looks,,disabilities) 
C« Hia educational status (amount of education completed in Japan 

end in America; his use of the Japanese and English languagese) 
Do His occupational status (Job actually held at that time) pay 

received for the past monthj his "usual occupation/1 by census 
definition? for whom he "worked3 Japanese or Caucasian employer 1 
nature of industry and job2 bis fellows-workers« 

2« His religious connection (Christian* Buddhists none) 
F.s His political connections (Japanese Association* JACLj, TDS etc* )c 
G* His recreational interests (his "voluntary associations and 

cliquesj his hobbies2 how he spent his leisure time generally£ 
hi» friendship groups)« 

He His plans for the future (occupationals marital„ educationals 
desired place of residence, desired associations)« 

IIv The Individual on December 7, 1941 
What was the immediate impact of the Pearl Harbor disaster! The 
individual should be asked to reconstruct the day, indicating hie 
activities 1 the contacts he mad©1 the fears he experiences j the 
rumors he heard? the tentative reorganisation of his plans for 
the future* regarding marriage, education, residence» job^ ®totf 

III » The Individual between the Day of Pearl Harbor and the Day of ©vacua® 
tion* with particular reference to the following time~identlfied 
events t 

Period of early restrictions on enemy aliens 
Period of FBI roundups 
Period of Filipino incidents 
Period of evacuation of enemy aliens from restricted areas 
Announcement of evacuation of American citizens of Japanese 
ancestry 

Where relevant., freezing of the Free Zone 

A. Effect upon the individual in his relations with his family? 
Did he attempt to rejoin other family members, assume added 
responsibility for relatives * break away frcsn family? 

B» Bffect upon his schooling and education; Did he stop school̂  
lose interest in studies (did his grade avenge decline?)$ what 
were his relations with teachers and fellow students? 

C® Effect upon his personal and marital plans $ did he become en» 
gaged or break off an engagement? Did he hurry up a contem-
plated marriage? Did he separate from his wife? etc, 

D„ Effect upon his residential status and plans * Did he move? 
Was the move forced? 
Effect upon occupational status and plans 1 Did he lose or 
give up his jobs or change jobs? What were his relations with 
his employer^ with his fellow workers or with his clientele? 

F« Kffeot upon his property interests * Did he sell out his holdings 
and his personal propertyt let M i insurance lapse? Ta whom 
did he sell* and by what mechanism was the sale accomplished 
(government agencies, friends* relatives* personal initiative)! 
What losses, if any, were Incurred? What measures wer^ taken 
to safeguard property interests, savings and insurance? 
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Effect upon wlmitarj associations &n<?, friendships; What 
otanges occurred in his relatione with his neighborss with the 
Japanese community # with Caucasians? 

H* Effect upon his identification -with America or Japan (i*e« 
upon his "patriotism" or his feeling of belonging to or 
being loyal to the interests of Japan or of America)a and 
upon his identification with a monority group in America (!«•« 
upon his feelings of sympathy., community of .interests or re-
pugnance towards others of Japanese ancestry) % upon his poli-
tical interests and activities* 

1« Effect upon his "conduct" (drinkings gambling* personal dis-
organization). 

J« Effeot in general upon his "moral«"« Hopes or fears for the future» 

Having reconstructed the pattern of behavior and attitudes during the 
orisis periods, a reconstruction of the major experiences and at» 
tituties during the Assembly Center «nd Relocation Project period (I..«», 
periods of involuntary concentration) should b© attempted« 

IV, The Individual in the Assembly Center 

At Preparations for entering center (selection of things to take 
with him» antioipations of life in the center; offioial direo« 
tivea (from WCCA* etow)f rumors)« 
Activities in ©enters 
1« Making a home in barracks 
2„ Job activities 

Education 
4« Recreation 
5* Religious activities 
6« Political activities 
7„ Making friends; romantic-sexual activities 

C Attitudes 
Towards administration 

2* Towards other evacuees 
3« Towards visiters and other Caucasians 
4® Towards America and Japan 
5„ Towards outside world in general 

D0 Changes in plans for future while in oenter (See listings under 
I and II.) 

(Note a a modification of the abov« outline should be used for 
those who evacuated to the Free Zone instead of to an Assembly 
0enter^ emphasizing particularly the economic aspects getting a 
home* setting up business or getting a job, and the social aspect, 

relations with other Japanese in the Zone* relations with 
Caucasians*) 

V^ The Individual in the Relocation Project 
t'S 

A* Preparati oris for entering the project (were efforts made to go/a particular 
project, and why* rumors about th® project to which the Assembly 
center population was to be sent^ fears regarding conditions in the 
projectj attitude tomrds IRA versus WCCA prior to entering project,) 

B„ Activities (as in IV) 
Cu Attitudes (as in IV) 
IK Inception and development of plans for resettlement G 



The Resettled Individual 

A« Reason» for choosing particular destination 
B.j Mechanism by which resettlement was accomplished 

1« How was the decision to resettle reached; effect of letters., 
personal contacts and reports, newspaper accounts, rumors of 
economic succesa of others-, desire for a venture or to see the 
world* fear of family being caught "on the reservation" for 
the duration unless resettlement was started; fear of being 
branded an "internee"; dissatisfaction with physical and social 
conditions of camps conflicts or fear of consequences if remaining 
in camp ("inu" situation* beatingss etc«)? opportunity to break" 
away from minority group; opportunity to break away from family* 

The factors listed above (and others) may be thought of as 
positive influences "pulling" the individual to his destina- , 
tion3 and as negative influences "pushing" him away from the re-
location project« Parental or group pressures against resettling 
and how they were overcome, should be noted* 

8« Sponsorship (individual initiative) religious or welfare 
group — hostels^ etc* — WRA; friend on outside; family on 
outside; aseociational contact on outside® 

3« Extent to which, plans that were broken or goals that were 
temporarily abandoned were resumed; extent to which new goals 
were established«, 

C« History of Resettling in Chicago (or elsewhere) 

1« Initial adjustment to life in Chicago? reconstruction of 
activities, attitudes* fears$ in first week* Whom did the 
individual seek out? Who helped him? What were his relations 
with and attitudes towards Caucasians? Did first impression® ful« 
fill or fall short of anticipations;, and in what respects? 

Finding a job and making a living* What sort of job was first 
obtained? By what means was it obtained? Was it obtained 
before or after' arriving at destination? Description of job^ 
wages® hoursg employer» "fellow-workers5 work oonditionsc9 
organisation of workers* Relations with employers and fellow** 
workers (particularly interracial contacts)* Satisfactions or 
dissatisfactions in connection with work«* 

Notes If several jobs are held successively,, detailed record of eaoh 
to be obtained, Why were jobs given up? Account for all periods 
of unemployment« "Who helped out during periods of unemployment? 

Patterns and level of consumption in relation to income received,. 
Extent of saving for the future (including negative saving3 or falling 
into debt«} 

3* Getting or completing an education (including night school̂  
vocational school^ extension* correspondence school in addition 
to the regular media of formal education)« 



Finding a school 
Getting credit for past work 
Problems in regard t# residence qualifications 
Relations with teachers* advisors, school-mates 
Contacts with Student He location Committee, with Social 
agenciesj with schools, teacher®, etoc in communities of 
previous residencev 

Participating in religious activities 
Attendance at Japanese churoh or neighborhood church 
Why was a particular church selected («cg,$ was there any-
previous connection with minister? )0 

What, specifically, do resetttled Buddhists do in connection 
with their religion? 

Spending leisure times 
How much leisure does the individual have, and what does 
He do with itt 
Reading (what sort) 
Visiting (Caucasians or Japanese?) Previous or new contact 
Writing letters (to -whom?) 
Radio \ 
Movias or theatre 
Gambling or games 
Sports 
Boy-girl relationships or sexual activities (including prostitutes 
and other extra-marital relations) 

Setf etc« 

The important thing in regard to tne use of leisure time is t© 
discover not only what the resettler does* tot with whom he does 
it3 with speoial reference to interracial contaofT^oFHGGnitation 
to intraracial contacts« 

Finding a mate* establishing a family or continuing family 
relationships (See later section for analysis of the family) 
Participating in political activities 

Participating in other voluntary associations (See later 
memorandum on group analysis). 

Changing attitudes towards the war, democracy* American qitisen« 
ship, Japan, Japanese communities in .teericâ  Caucasians (per« 
eistence or change of Mketon concept), relief or government sub«» 
sidization (wards of the government), informers (inu concept)5 
education, the family, etc,« 

Establishing status or attaining prestiges What are the resettler®« 
ambitions or aspirations? Does present status satisfy these 
ambitions? "What is the mechanism by which attempts are made to 
achieve desired status? What9 specifically^ does the resettler 
plan to do after the war^ e.g,, return to West Coast or establish 
himself here? What are his plans for family s education, occupation! 



In a limited number of oases, retrospective account« of the whole train of 
experience of the individual will be obtained from "representative»11 of the 
various strata noted on Page 2. Here the Shibutani-Miyamoto outline (See 
appendix) will be used as a guide« 

Since each Individual is a member of a family group (whether other members of 
the family are resettling at the same time or not j studies of families will be 
built up by using the individual as the focus of the family group. The following 
outline will be used to determine the characteristics of the family group« 

VII0Composition and Characteristics of the Family (family defined as household* i.e», individuals living together at specified time, except in heading A) ©a 
approximately December 1, 1941« 
A* Resetter's concept of the family 

Demography of the family (age, or birth date; sex* marital status $ 
headship* relationship of other members to head* plaoe of residence; 
birthplace, indicating ken for Issel) 

C. Educational and cultural status of family members 
1« Grade completed at time of evaouation for American educated«. 

Follow "WRA procedure for education in Japan« 
2C Cultural (very briefly)« Language used by members in addressing 

each other; etiquette and rituals j oelebration of American or 
Japanese festivals 

D, Occupation of family members* Usual and factual occupation 
B« Religious connections of family members 
F0 Physical oharaoteristiosi notes about general appearance and defects 
0. Standard of living of family: home ownership, neighborhood characteris-tics 

7IIXoBrief history of the family 
A. Immigration» when, how, with whom, from where, to wtore? 
B» Economic history of family in America a resources when they arrived 

in imerl oa, first job of immigrants, history of rise or fall on 
occupational scale, periods of depression and prosperity, who 
helped out in periods of depression, job mobility? 

C„ Educational history of family in Japan and Americas schools* attended, 
educational goals and achievements 

D. Interpersonal relationships of family members t headship and authority; 
roles of eaoh member in f«niiy management; Conflicts (marital, parent-
child, siblings nature of family solidarity; birth, marriage, death 
crises) How, in brief, d© the family members get along with eaoh other? 

E. Relatt ons of family with Japanese community in America j professional re*» 
l*Hons; connections with associations; social activities 

F* -Contentsof family with members remaining in Japan 
0« Relations of femily with Caucasian community in Ameriaas Same headings 

as for E, In general9 as for individual resettler. evidences of identification with Japan or with America (gee III-H) 

IXC The Evacuated Family 
A. Preparations for evacuation (disposal of property, changes in family 

plans for future, Integration or dispersal of family members)» Supple* 
meat the individual record (ill)« 



Bc Experiences In Assembly Center or in the Free Zonee 
Supplement the individual record (IV)« 

C® Experiences in Relocation Projects* 
Supplement the individual record (V)« 

D< Changes in composition and character!stiess under headings 
listed in VII , during period of evacuation and in Assembly Center 
and Relocation Pro j act c 

E„ Changes in interpersonal relationahips (as above j, for headings listed 
in VIII-D) 

X« The Resettled Family (Supplement the individual record* VI) 
A« Mechanism of resettlement 
Be Initial adjustment 
C. Activities in Chicago3 or wherever resettling 
D« Nature of associations 
E* Changes in composition and characteristics 
F* Changes in interpersonal relationships 

In the family analysiss effort should be made to shift the focus from the 
individual resettler, ¿ho was arbitrarily ohosen first as the wcenterns to 
other members of the family groups i^e*, to get a picture of the family 
as viewed by each of the family members in turn® 
Since each individual is not only a member of family groups but is also a 
member of various voluntary associational groups and cliques3 studies of 
these other groups will also evolve from tEe* individual records^ again using 
the individual resettler as the arbitrary center of each of th© groups in 
whioh he is involved, and again shifting the emphasis to cover as much of 
the membership as possible« Attempts will be made to analyse the structure of 
the group, to determine the type and nature of sponsorship* ths role of the 
various members, the type of leadership« the cognised funotion of the groups 
the nature of group activities® intergroup conflictss etoc 
An outline for group analysis is being prepared and will be appended* 

In addition to the study of individual resettlers, their families^ and their 
groups, an over-all pi outre wj.ll be obtained of the larger community in which 
resettlement is taking plaoe9 with particular emphasis on acceptance or re-
jection of the reaettlers* and of the structure and shifting polioies of the 
various agenoies aiding in or impeding resettlement! WJb.s Friends Service* 
Student Relocation, etctfS on the one hand* "pressure groups" of various sorte$ 
on the other har.dc 



EVACUATION AID RESETTLEMENT STUDY 
Resettlement Phase 

In the hope that a hatter understanding of the proljlems faced, by persons 
of Japanese aneestry will result if a complete and accurate history of tiieir 
experience.)can be obtained, the University of California is sponsoring a study 
of ev*ouation and resettlement® The study i© focussed on the Srisis in the lives 
of this whole minority group when, after Pearl Harbor* they were foreibly up-
rooted en masse* and forcibly concentrated in government controlled centers and 
projects^ and on the aftorm&th of this crisis $ whon part of the group mas forcibly 
segregated and the other part encouraged to disperse and reeifrfrtle«, 

The University oonsic&ra it especially important to follow up the careers 
scad Experiences of those who are at present relocating for they are, in a w y 
real sense* pioneer»« ft is important to know what led these pioneers to a 
division to relooate* how they have fownfl jobs* how they get along with, their 
employers and fellow-workers, whether their conditions of work are satisfactory 
or unsatisfactory«» It is equally important to knew of the difficulties they 
have met* and perhaps overcame, in finding a place to live, and what sort of 
experiences they are having with landlords and neighbors» Their social adjustment 
must also be studiedj what friends they ar<f making, what contacts with Caucasians, 
and with people of other national anJ Vacial origins«, 

These problems of relocation cannot, however, be completely understood 
unless they are related to the earlier experiences of the resettlers* particu-
larly their experiences and attitudes during the crises that madv relocation 
necessary* the ou&reak of war between Japan and the United States which auto-
matically made the Issei nenemy aliens"; the ourfSw and othot* restrictions that 
were plaoed on the citizen groupj the mass e^ouation of aliens and citizens? 
the early «xperlenoes in ¿••exobly Centers and Relocation projects3 attitudes 
toward registration, ete<> 

___T_ ^ - - — — — — 7 F 



Finally, those facta must bo evaluated »g.inst the background of tha 
«ora, remote history of th, group. Uhfortunetely, too history of Japsaose in 
America tes toon largely unrecorded. lo build up this baokground it will, 
therefore, bo necessary to question tho I„.i about thoir .«rly experience«, and 
to question tha Nisei about thoir parent«' history in Amerioa. 

Tho emphasis in the University stady will. then, bo upon the experiences 
in reloeatieu., and those experiences will be related to tho oriees of evacua-
tion and to the pre-war history of th© group. 

The University staff ls making an effort to obtain a wide sampling of 
life histories of this sort, so that «11 types of people and careers oan bo 
«presented: persons who formerly lived in tito Northwest, in tho Bay Area, in 
Central California, in Southern California, those who wore in tho pre-war days, 
farmers, business »on, laborers, white oollar workers, domesties, housewives, 
students. ote., thoso who wore rloh and those who wore poor, I.sei *nd Nisei, 
those who wore edueated in Japan and thoso who were oduoatod in America, men «nd 
wce»n| tho young, the middle-aged, and tho elderly. 

The University has no interest in tho aotual identification of any person 
whose experiences »re included in tho Study. All facts which might identify an 
individual or a family (suoh a s birthplace, pi«., of residence, n«a.,. eta.) will 
bo changed and completely disguised by the interviewer, the persons who are 
contributing to the study by telling their life histories are, however, requested 

f . 

to give a complete, frank and undisguised account of these experience«, with the 
assurance that the Uuivarsity will hold the identifying details in the strictest 
confidence. 

Ihe outline which follows gives, in summary form, th» main topics around 
which th. University staff will direct interviews which will serve as a basis 
for these life histories. 



I. Brief History of the Individual and hie Family ("before Pearl Harbor). 
Background of immigration; economic aotivitie« and relationships; 
extent of family unity; friends and associatesj residence changes 
and travels; schooling, religious activities; political aotivitiesi 
leisure time activities; plans that had been made for the future* 

II. The Individual on December 7, 1941. 
The individual will be'asked to reconstruct his experlenoes and attitudes 
on that day, indicating hi® activities, the contacts he made, the fears 
he experienced, the rumors he heard, the tentative reorganisation he 
made in his plans for the future, for example, in regard to his job, 
his residence, his marriage, his education, etc. 

III. The Individual Between the Day of Pearl Harbor and the Day of Evacuation. 
Changes in plana, activities, and attitudes, for example, moving to 
join other members of th© family, leaving school, losing or changing 
jobs, disposing of property, breaks with old friends or formation of 
new friendships, joining organised groups, eto« 

Having reoonstruoted the pattern of behavior and attitudes during these 
crisis periods, a reconstruction of the major experiences and attitudes during 
the Assembly Center and Relocation Pro jeot psriod will be attempted« 

17. The Individual in the Assembly Center. 
Anticipations of life in the center, and preparations for entering. 
Life in the center; job, recreation, friendships, relations with 
appointed personnel, contacts with friends from the outside world. 

In general, what the individual did with his time in title center, what 
he liked about the oenter, and what he disliked. 

V. The Individual in the Relocation Pro jeot 0 
As above, for Assembly Center« In addition, attitudes towards regis-
tration; and segregation; beginning and development of plans for 
resettlement» 

Major emphasis will, of oourse, be placed upon the history of relocation« 
VI. The Resettled Individual. 

Reasons for oho sing a particular place for relocation, for example, 
Chioago; who helped or hindered the individual in his plans to relocate. 
Problems met in finding a job, finding a home, building up friendships. 
Satisfactory and unsatisfactory aspects of relocation« 
Relations with family and friends still in oamp. 
Relations with Issei and Nisei, with Caucasians and with persons of 
other racial ancestry in Chicago« Plans for the futoo «Dad attitude 
towards outlook for future0 



Progress Report, July 3, 1942 

THE MATTER OF COOPERATION 
Suooess of the study is dependent, of course, upon the full cooperation 

of various civilian and military agencies. This cooperation has been obtained 
to the fullest possible extent» 

In the very beginning of the negotiations, Mr. Milton Eisenhower, at 
that time National Director of the War Relocation Authority, expressed a 
sympathetic interest» After the Rockefeller Foundation agreed to the explora-
tory grant, Mr. Eisenhower telegraphed Mr. Willits his approval and promised to 
cooperate fully» Soon afterwards, Mr. Eisenhower delegated to Mr. John Provinse, 
National Chief of the Community Management Division, responsibility for acting 
as liaison officer between the War Relocation Authority and the University 
group* In a letter to Dr. Thomas of May 21, 1942, Mr» Provinse expressed his 
personal pleasure at the active interest of the University in this problem* He 
made several helpful suggestions in regard to research procedures and emphasized 
the fact that "thought should be given by all of us to the opportunities afforded 
for establishing and utilizing rather continuous records on the relocation 
projects»" 

Mr» Provinse then telegraphed Mr» Fryer, Director of the Western 
Regional Office, asking hia to facilitate the work of the University group» 

On May 30 Drs» Thomas and Aikin had a long talk with Mr» Harvey 
Cover ley, Assistant Regional Director, who reacted most cordially to the plan of 
controlled observations within the camps, and who gave his approval of the selec-
tion of the Tule Lake Relocation Center as the main locus of the study. He 
immediately recommended to the army that four evacuees (who had been selected 
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at observers) and their families be moved to the Tule Lake Center. This was 

soon accomplished. Previously, Dr. Thomas had conferred with Colonel Ira Evans 

of the Western Defense Command, who had assured her of his interest in the pro-

ject and his approval of moving the observers so that they might be placed in 

the most advantageous positions possible for the study. 
The final link in the chain of national-regional-local cooperation was 

established by Mr. Elmer L. Shirrel, Acting Project Director at Tule Ldce. In 
a memorandum of June 9 he wrote to Mr. Fryer, who was kind enough to send a 
copy of Mr. Shirrel*s communication to Dr. Thomas, as followst 

"I do not think anything has happened on our Project that has made me 
quite as happy as the news in your letter of June 5 regarding the research study 
to be made at this Project under the direction of the University of California. 
Mr« Jaooby, Chief of Internal Security, and myself have had a long conference 
on the subject and it is our desire to cooperate in every possible way« As soon 
as the four evacuees and their families arrive at Tule Lake we shall notify you 
by wire in order that Dr« Thomas may visit us at an early date. All the staff 
of Tule Lake Project rejoices with me in having our project selected for this 
very important and timely s tudy." 

"When Dr. Thomas visited the Tule Lake Center on June 23, she found the 

fullest measure of oooperation being given her Japanese observers by Mr. Shirrel 

and his staff and she was assured that visits by herself and other members of 

the research staff would be welcomed at any time« 

FINANCING 
When the details of a budget on the basis of the first Rockefeller 

exploratory grant of |7f500 were worked out, it became clear that the grant was 
inadequate for a thorough exploration of even the limited sooio-anthropological 
segment of the study. Efforts were therefore made to supplement the Rockefeller 



Grant from local sources* The Giannini Foundation had already given $600 towards 
field expenses. Dr. Harry Wellman, Director of the Giannini Foundation, agreed 
to allocate $3,260.00 additional for the fiscal year 1942-43. The Institute of 
Social Sciences of the University of California had given $700.00 of its meager 
resources to the study prior to July 1, and an application is now pending for 
an additional grant of approximately $1,650.00. A request to the Rosenberg 
Foundation for a grant to match the Rockefeller stipend was refused» 

At this time, the Columbia Foundation is considering making a grant 
to the project of $10,000.00 annually for three years. There is every indication 
that this grant will be made if the Directors of the Columbia Foundation have 
reasonable assurance that the project will continue for a three-year period. To 
guarantee this continued existence, the University of California has indicated 
that its various research funds (including those of the Giannini Foundation) can 
be drawn on to the amount of $5,000.00 annually for three years. Thus all that 
is now needed to assure the success of the study is a statement from the Rocke-
feller Foundation that a request for a continuation of its grant for a three-
year period will receive favorable consideration. 
PERSONNEL 

The outstanding need of a project of this sort is the gathering of 
data in the field« Ĵ The project has fortunately secured the services of persons 
thoroughly competent to supplement the activity of the senior staff. In the 
Berkeley office an assistant working on the sociological and political segments 

V^XAw- has been given access to the confidential files of the War Relocation Authority 

' P y k and the Federal Security Agency (this information, itself, is confidential), as 
A | well as to the complete records of pressure groups operating both for and against 
sucr*** » 

the Japanese. Another assistant has been allowed to examine the records of the 
Farm Security Administration. A third assistant, trained in anthropological 
techniques and with a knowledge of the Japanese language and culture, is now 
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preparing to spend a year in residence at the various relocation centers. 

Obviously, a great deal of the necessary information can be obtained 
only by the evacuees themselves. The second-generation Japanese are, in 
general, a more highly educated group than any other in the American population, 
and from the more highly trained of these we have obtained the services of ten 
competent young social scientists» One of these, a former instructor in sociology 
at the University of Washington and the author of an excellent study of the 
social solidarity of the Japanese in Seattle, has been awarded a Social Science 
Research Counoil fellowship under the sponsorship of Dr. Thomas. Three others, 
former students of Dr. Thomas, are working in the fields in which they have had 
their training, namely, sociology, rural economics, and social psychology. A 
fifth, a student of Professor Lowie, has already passed her qualifying examina-
tions for the doctorate in anthropology. The others are less experienced but 
are all University graduates and are being given intensive instruction by the 
senior staff in connection with their frequent visits to the nearby Assembly 
Center« 

PROGRESS OF THE WORK 
Members of the staff outside the camps have collected as complete 

records as possible on a rapidly changing scene. The shifts of public opinion, 
the activities of pressure groups, the impact on agricultural communities caused 
by the withdrawal of Japanese fanners, represent types of problems on which 
immediate record-taking has been considered necessary in order to assure the 
validity of the final results of this study» But the most important preliminary 
task has been the organisation of observations within the temporary assembly 
centers to which the evacuees were moved prior to relocation. Exploratory field 
studies were made in four of these centers, namely Tanforan, Puyallup, Tulare, 
and Santa Anita* 

The organization of the Tanforan report will indicate the procedure: 
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Three observers at Tanforan prepared a report on their first month in the 

Assembly Center, from the day of evacuation to the day they were sent to Tuie 

• b 
v* Lake* / Thte*report-wae organized under three main headings: Administrative 

Organization, Social Organization, and Social Maladjustments* Under the first 
of these topics are included analyses of policing, housing and mess division, 
maintenance division, service divisions of various sorts, the economic system, 
and rules and regulations* Under the second, Social Organization, are included 
analyses of the following basic social institutions: 

Economic institutions: spending money, working, beginnings of 
private enterprise, substitutes for the money economy, etc* 

The family: marriage, courtship, parent-child relationships* 
Religion: organizations, rituals* 
Recreation: daily routines, spontaneous groups* 
Political groups: self-government, internal intrigues, types of 
leadership, relations with administration* 

Also included in the study of social organization are analyses of specific social 
groups, social stratification, relationships between factions, accommodation to 
the Caucasians, Issei-Nisei relationships, specific events and crises* Under 
the third heading, that is, Social Maladjustments, are included conflicts between 
parents and children, the problems of the unmarried men, sex difficulties, 
theft and other forms of delinquency, destitution, and personality maladjustments* 

The persons who prepared this report were sent to Tule Lake along 
with the first oolonists in that area in order to continue similar record-taking 
from the very beginning of a relocation community* Before leaving Tanforan, 
however, they gave some training to a group of five of their fellow evacuees who 
are now continuing observations on the later stages of community life in the 
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temporary Assembly Center* Each of them has been assigned a specific topic 
and is also keeping a record of the course of his own daily life* 

In addition to these formal reports, the staiff is in constant corres-
pondence with Nisei at various centers and is receiving as many as twenty letters 
a week* The staff also has had access to several confidential diaries* All of 
these are being used to supplement the formal reports* 

At the Relocation Centers, beginning with Tule Lake, the observational 
procedure is now being systematized* In these places, in addition to observations 
by the Nisei, records are being obtained from Caucasians, i»e*, from cooperating 
members of the administrative personnel of the camp and from the project staff 
members* These observations by Caucasians will be used to check and supplement 
those of the Nisei* 

The foregoing is sufficient to indicate the scope and importance of 
the project, the procedures involved, and the character of the data up to the 
present* But everyday brings new and often iriiolly unexpected developments 
inside thé relocation areas and demonstrates the necessity of continuing intensive 
study of America* s first enforced mass migration« 

Dorothy Swaine Thomas 
Professor of Rural Sociology 



CONFIDENTIAL 

EVACUATION AND RESETTLEMENT STUDY 

207 Giannini Hall 

P R O J E C T R E P O R T 
August 10, 1942 

This is th© sixth ef a series of confidential memoranda, the purpose of 
which is to keep th® collaborator® in th® Evacuation and Resettlement Study in^ 
formed of the activities sf.the central office, 

FINANCINGi As you will remember (see Fifth Project Report) application was made 
in July by President Sproul to the Columbia Foundation for a grant of $10,000 
annually fer three years "to complete.the financing ef the sociological, anthrfr* 
pological« and political segments of th® evacuation study«" On August^* 1942, 
President Sproul r®ceiv®d notification of the approval of this grant on condition 
"that funds of approximately $14,188.90 annually or $42„566„70 total estimated 
cost of the study will be secured also fer a three-year period.«" It is believed 
that these conditions will be met through th© guarantee of certain funds, by Presi^ 
dent Sproul and through the action of the Roelffefeller Foundation as indicated by 
the following letter dated July 27, 1942 from Mr» Willits to President Sproul« 

I am very happy to say that.a decision has been made to present 
to the Executive Committee the application of the Universl ty. of 
California for a grant of $7,500 a year for two additional years 
beginning June 1, 1943. If the Executive Couimittee should decide 
to make the grant, th® grant would be contingent upon approval by 
the Columbia Foundation of a grant of $10,000 a.year for three years 
and $6,000 a year in addition from the University funds« 

I am delighted that the study has gone so well. .... I am sure 
that it will be one of those cases of society.acting mere wisely 
and more humanly as .& .result of the labors of scientific people» 
As for the financing of th© economic segment of the study, Mr«, Elkvs of 

the Commonwealth Club informed Dr. Thomas by telephone that a committee has the 
matter under consideration. No.further details are known. : Virginia Galbraith has 
begun a study of the Japanese in California agriculture that will qover a considers 
able segment of the economic picture. Her work should b® supplemented by another 
researoh assistant since the field is so largej but untî L further funds are avails 
able the appointment ef the second assistant in this field is impossible» 

* * • * 

PERSONNEL* Mr« Robert Billigmeier has been appointed as a full-time researeh 
assistant to join th® staff at Tule Lake. He will supplement, and cheek th® 
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Observation® of the Nisei observers at that camp and in addition will carry en 
eoologioal studies, Dre Jaooby (formerly Professor of Sociology at the College 
of th© Paoifio, now Chief of Internal Security at Tul© Lake and a most cooperative 
collaborator in the study) was anxious for a Caucasian to join the staff at Tula 
Lake and strongly reoommended that an ecological study be made* Mrs, Billigmeler 
will teaeh at Tul® Lake and Mr, Billigmeier will be in an advantageous position as 
a member of the administrative community with time unencumbered by official 
duties. In addition, his presence as a liaison between the Nisei observers and 
the Berkeley staff will be invaluable„ 

WRA has finally approved plans for the movement of technical assistánts 
Earl® Yusa and Charlea Kikuohi from Taiiforan to the Gila War Relocation Center, 
-«here the control study is tcf be maintiined, Further-, permission has been received 
from all parties concerned for Research Assistant Robert Spencer to establish 
residence at Gila« The Nisei observers there will do work comparable with that 
being done by the group at Tule Lake; Spencer, working principally under Dr» Lowi®, 
will concentrate on aspeots of oulture conflict as manifested in patterns of 
behavior of laaei and Nisei respectively, and will pay áspecial attention to the 
marginal statú3 of the Kibei group, He xvill act as the leader of the study group 
in the South. He plans;to loav® for Gila Monday, August 10« Th® army will 
probably move Yusa and tikuchi within th© week, A 

Mari 0ka.sa.ki,, technical assistant, has been releeated at 3 
will make oheok studies under Dr. Thomases direct!on. Mansan&r where she 

Morton Grodxins will leave for Washington^ D. G* th® first week in 
September to attempt to oolloot data from the Tolan Committee, the Pacific Con-
gressional Delegation, and the oentral office of the WEA* Members of the senior 
staff are asked to inform any of their friends that might be useful in supplying 
material that Grodsins is coming, and to advise him about such contacts, 

• • • • 

SOCIAL SCIENCE RESEARCH COUNCIL« The Council has informed Dr. Thomas that the 
funds of Prank Miyomot©«s fellowship will soon b© made available to Mi. Upon 
inquiry the Council also indicated that th® fellowship was renewable for a second 
year, 

iji x>c 

POLICY ON PUBLICATIONS* Th© policy on publications of the study, formulated at a 
previous meeting, has not been oirculated in previous reports. It follows« 

There shall be no publication of any material gathered by 
this study until after the war. Any exceptions to this general 
policy may bo made only with th© unanimous consent of th© senior 
members of the project. Publication plans after the war will be 
decided by the sexiior members of the project when such decisions 
are necessary« 

* $ >> - * 



X\Jl£ LAKE VISIT» Thomas„ Galbraith, and Grodain® visited Tul© Lake on July 15 
and 16» S®minar meeting« with th® staff were hold and cordial relations with 
the administrative staff continued* Dr. Thomas plans to visit th® center again 
within the next two weeks; be for© that time she will oomplete a comprehensive 
working plan for the study inside the camps, so that the many reports being 
received will begin to take shape as an integrated Miole* 

& ifc *f* 

TMFOKAI MATTER * Due to a misunderstanding over th© policy of the WCCA in regard 
to reports about the camps coming from the evaouces* G-rodsins was refused permission 
to take some collected material from Tail foran at his last visit. Dr» Thomas 
immediately conferred with Major Durbin and th® following qu®tation from her 
subsequent letter to him should be noted carefully sine« the restrictions imposed 
apply to all members of th® staffs 

I have agreed that I will neither give any instruction to my 
students at Tanforan, nor tak© any written reports or other materials 
from them, nor quia them on matters of internal/policy when I 
visit them. The same restriction applies to my associate«, my 
assistants and all other visitors to Tan foran whs are aoting in 
any m y for m®» You have agreed that it will be appropriate for 
me and/or my associates and assistants to continue to visit these 
students at Tanforan, at the regular visiting hours, Th® purpose 
of stach visits will be to maintain our connection with these 
students unti1 such time as they are relocated and can begin to 
work seriously on our project, I have agreed to be personally 
responsible for seeing to it that, in all suoh visits, the spirit 
as well as the apeeified details of this agreement are adhered to 
without exception« 

The matter of correspondence was not clarified completely. My 
understanding is that no restrictions are placed on correspondence 
but, as a matter of record, I wish to state that I should lik® to 
feel free to reoeiv® communications from my students by letter of the 
following naturex completion of th® autobiographies and family 
histories whioh they have begun? continuation of personal records 
of a diary type* continuation of analysis of "clique«/1 (religious, 
political, and social) of v/hich the student» are members« 

* ft 41 £ 

STAFF MEETING* It was agreed at the last meeting that another meeting would be 
called as soon as the members of the staff had an opportunity to examine some of 
the material in the office. As soon as members of the staff have availed themselves 
of th® opportunity, this meeting will be called. If any member of the staff believes 
a meeting should be held at an earlier date, it is requested that he communicate 
with Dr, Thomas. 



EVACUATION AND RESETTLEMENT STUDY 
ROCKEFELLER FOUNDATION BUDGET 

|7S500 Grant j July 1» 1942 to Juen 30, 1943. 

FIEID WORKERS 
Ton Shibutani # 750.00 
Tamie Teuohiyaaa 687.50 
Jam«s Sakoda July, Aug. 3 | 40.00 80.00 
(On Columbia Grant starting Sept. 1) 

Raruo 2 mo«. 9 $20.85 41.66 
(On Columbia Grant starting Sopt. 1) 

Ben Iijima July, Aug. Sept. tt $20.8S 62.49 
Doris Bayashi " * " 3 $20.85 62.49 
Charles Kikuohi July, Aug. § $20.85 
plus 10 no«. « $62.50 666.66 

Earl« Yusa JUly, Aug. d $20.33 
plua 10 mos* ® 62.50 666.66 

Fred Hosfeysaa July, Aug. Sept. ® $20.83 62.49 

RESEARCH ASSISTANTS 
Morton Girods in« 1,300.00 
Robert Spencer 1,500.00 

EXPENDITURES TO DATE (Blanket requisitions «till ha*« surplus) 
Deficit from Juno, 1942 802.50 
Travel, travel maintenance, 

(Blanket Requisition) 500.00 
Automobile (Blanket Requisition) 50.00 
Storehouse Supplies (Blanket Requisition) 100.00 
Supplies for Field Workers 15.25 
Extra typingt 

July 57.25 
August 90.75 

Stationery 
Eansanar Free Press 
Moon Typewriter Co. 
Miscellaneous Expense, of Thoma« 

10.75 
6.00 

10.00 

20.00 

$ 3*079.95 

3*300*00 

1,142.SO 

$ 7*522«45 

Deficit, Rockefeller Grant 
22.45 



EVACUATION AND RESETTLEMENT STUDY 
COLUMBIA TOUNDATION BUDGET 

f10,OOO Grants September 1, 1942, to August 31, 1945 
FIBLD WQRKKRS 

2.0 v 

H&ruo Maxima 12 nos. at $¿£«85 
Marl Oka*aki 6 zoos* at #32.50 
Jam»« Sakoda 12 mos« at |62«50 1,195.00 

SALARI ADJUSTUENTS 
Mortori Grodrlns 
Robert Spencer 

SECRETARY»STE!I0GfRAP?IER (Mr$, Paquotte) 
EXTRA STEHOGRAPHIC ASSISTA'TCE 

Tuie Lake 
Olla 
Berkeley 

«ONORARIA FOR SPECIAL REPORTS 
Postosi (mtoh Kunitanl) 
alla 
Tuie Lake 
Utah 
Mari tonar 

TRAVEL AND TRAVBL MAINTKHAHCE 

SUPPLIES 

400,00 
500 »00 

480,00 
750.00 
500.00 

26.00 

250.00 
280.00 

200.00 

100.00 

700.00 
1,530.00 

1,730.00 

820.00 
1,700.00 

200.00 

C0OTI5GENCY SURPLUS, Columbia Grant 
TOTAL 



EVACUATION AND RECBTTLBMENT STUDY 
UNIVERSITY GRANTS BUDGET 

Grant® Totaling $5,000» JfcXy 1, 1942 to June 50, 194« 

OIANNTTI FOUND AT ICR (|5,250.00 Grant) 
Clerical, Statistical, extra ateno # 1,350.00 

ji/ 
Research Assistant (Touchsr) 900.00 r 
Travel and travel maintenance 
(Thonas, Touohar) 800 »00 

Supplies 200»00 
# 3,250*00 

INSTITUTE OF SOCIAL SCIENCE or PRESIDENT (11,750.00 Grant) 
Research Assistant (Robert Billlgmeier) 1,800.00 1,800,00 

TOTAL $ 5,050.00 

DEFICIT, UNIVERSITY GRANTS t S0*00 



EVACUATION AND RESETTLEMENT STUDY 

SOCIAL SCIENCE RESEARCH COUNCIL BUDGET 

Fellowship omurd to Frank Miyamoto #1,800.00 
( JX-jía. S+U*.*. J 



EVACUATION AND RESETTLEMENT STUDY 
BUDGET RECAPITULATION 

Rockefeller Foundation 
Grant I 7,600.00 
Expenditures 
Deficit 

Social Science Researoh Council 
Grant 1,800.00 
Expenditure» 

# 7,522*45 

1,800*00 

University (Glannlnl Foundation and "other souroes") 
Grants 5,000.00 

Expenditures 6,050.00 

Defiolt 

22*45 

50.00 

Columbia Foundation 
dratt 
Expenditures 
Surplus 

10,000.00 

7,910*00 
2,090.00 

TOTALSt 
Grants I 24,500.00 
Expenditures 
Contingency Surplus 

# 22,282.45 
# 2,017.55 


